Gale Literary Index
Books in the LaGuardia Library Reference Collection

American Writers Ref PS129 .A55 1974
Ancient Writers Ref PA 3002 .A5 1982
Asian American Literature Ref PS 153 .A84 A82 1999
Black Literature Criticism Ref Desk PS 153 .N5 B556 1992
Black Writers Ref PS 153 .N5 B545 1994
Children's Literature Review Ref PN 1009 .A1 C5139
Classical and Medieval Literature Criticism Ref PN 681 .L57
Contemporary American Dramatists Ref PS 352 .C65 1994
Contemporary Authors Ref Z 1010 .C59
Contemporary Authors Permanent Series Ref Z 1010 .C65
Contemporary Dramatists Ref PR 737 .C57 1993
Contemporary Literary Criticism Ref PN 771 .C59
Contemporary Novelists Ref PR 883 .C64 2001 *
Contemporary Poets Ref PR 603 .C6 2001 *
Contemporary Popular Writers Ref PR 478 .P66 C66 1996
Contemporary Women Poets Ref PS 151 .C67 1997
Contemporary World Writers Ref PN 51 .C6235 1993
Dictionary of Literary Biography Ref PN 451 .D5
Drama Criticism Ref PN 1601 .D59
Drama for Students Ref PN 1701 .D73
Encyclopedia of World Literature in the 20th Century Ref PN 771 .E5 1999
Epics for Students Ref PN 56 .E65 E67
European Writers Ref PN 501 .E9 1992
Feminism in Literature: A Gale Critical Companion Ref PN 471 .F43 2005 *
Feminist Writers Ref PN 451 .A8 F46 1996
Gay & Lesbian Literature Ref PN 56 .H57 G36
Gothic Literature: A Gale Critical Companion *
Hispanic Literature Criticism Ref PQ 7081 .A1 H573 1994
Hispanic Writers Ref PQ 7081 .A1 H58 1991
International Dictionary of Films and Filmmakers: Writers and Production Artists Ref PN 997 .8 I58 2000 v. 4 *
International Dictionary of Theatre: Playwrights Ref PN 2035 .I49 1992 v. 2
Latin American Writers Ref PQ 7081 .A1 L37 1989
Latino and Latina Writers Ref PS 153 .H56 L39 2004
Literature and Its Times Ref PN 50 .L57 1997
Literature and Its Times Supplement Ref PN 50 .L574 1997 Suppl.
Literature Criticism from 1400-1800 Ref PN 86 .C53
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Literature of Developing Nations for Students Ref PN 3326 .L58 2000
Major 21st-Century Writers Ref PN 3326 .L58 2000
Modern American Literature Ref PS 221 .M53 1999 *
Modern Japanese Literature Ref PL 723 .M563 2001
Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism Ref PN 761 .N56
Nonfiction Classics for Students Ref PN 3311 .N63 *
Novels for Students Ref PN 3385 .N68
Poetry Criticism Ref PN 1111 .P64
Poetry for Students Ref PN 1101 .P64
Poets: American and British Ref PS 303 .P64 1998
Reference Guide to English Literature Ref PR 106 .S7 1991
Reference Guide to Holocaust Literature *
Reference Guide to Short Fiction Ref PN 3373 .R36 1994 *
Reference Guide to World Literature Ref PN 524 .R44 2003 *
Science Fiction Writers Ref PS 374 .S35 S36 1982
Shakespeare for Students Ref Desk PR 2987 .S47 *
Shakespearean Criticism Ref PR 2965 .S43
Shakespeare's Characters for Students Ref PR 2989 .S53 1997
Short Stories for Students Ref PN 3373 .S3844
Short Story Criticism Ref PN 3373 .S388
Something about the Author Ref PN 451 .S6
St. James Guide to Horror, Ghost & Gothic Writers Ref PN 3435 .S75 1998
Twayne's English Authors see Twayne Author Series **; check CUNY+ for individual titles
Twayne's United States Authors see Twayne Author Series **; check CUNY+ for individual titles
Twayne's World Authors see Twayne Author Series **; check CUNY+ for individual titles
Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism Ref PN 771 .G27
UXL Graphic Novelists Ref NC 1305 .P46 2007
World Literature and Its Times Ref PN 50 .M625
World Literature Criticism Ref PN 523 .W67 1992
World Writers in English Ref PR 9080 .5 W67 2003

*available via Gale Virtual Reference Library
Visit Library home page > Find articles & books online
> English and World Literature > Gale Virtual Literature Collection

** Visit Library home page > Find articles & books online > English and World Literature > Twayne Author Series
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